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AAP National and District VIII Elections 
 
This is just a reminder to vote.  The 2017 National AAP Election for president-elect and 
district officers begins Friday, September 15 and will conclude at noon CT on Sunday, 
October 15 
 
Dr. Greg Blaschke (USN ret) and Dr. Arturo Gonzalez  are running for the AAP District 
VIII Chapter president which includes all of Chapter West.   
 
District VIII includes Military Chapter West and the 14 western most states of the US 
(other than California) plus 2 Canadian provinces! 
 
The American Academy of Pediatrics hold its leadership elections voting online and 
require you to login to your AAP account 
 
http://www.aap.org/vote  

 
 
Presidents’ Messages: 
Amy Michalski, MD, FAAP 
 
Hello Fellow Chapter Members.  It is October so Happy Fall.  Here in San Diego it still 
feels like summer.  NCE came early this year – September in Chicago.  What an 
opportunity to catch up with colleagues and learn a few new things at the same time. 
We awarded the Young Pediatricians of the Year at USPS-lite and I sat in on the 
Uniformed Services Section business meeting to hear how pediatrics across the different 
services was doing.  I ran into a former resident colleague who is now a civilian in 
practice in North Carolina as well as several former residents who I helped train.  In San 
Diego, the interns are settling in and the senior residents are adjusting to more 
responsibilities.   The Chapter West Executive Committee has agreed to help support the 
pediatric interest group at USUHS by sponsoring 2 lunches a year as well as 2 medical 
student AAP memberships.  Please let us know is there is anything we can help with.   
 

 
 
Vice Presidents’ Messages: 
Thornton Mu, MD, FAAP 

 
Greetings from San Antonio! I enjoyed seeing new as well as familiar faces at NCE just a 
few weeks ago, particularly at USPS-lite, where our chapter recognized Drs. Carr, 



Campagna, and Zucharo as Pediatricians of the Year from their respective Services. In 
addition, I enjoyed the opportunity to meet our pediatric resident travel grant recipients. 
I firmly believe our investment in our residents pay dividends years down the road!  As 
the new VP, I am excited to find ways to meet the needs of our chapter members in 
addition to advocating for our patients.  One topic that has come up within the last 
month or so is the subject of deployment windows for active duty service members 
following childbirth and its impact upon the maternal/infant dyad, particularly in 
breastfeeding rates/duration as well as the variability among Sister Services regarding 
deployment deferment timelines.  Please reach out to me at thornton.s.mu.mil@mail.mil 
if you have questions and/or interested in working on drafting an AAP resolution in 
support of a uniform standard across the Services for 12 month deployment deferment 
window following childbirth.  Until next time! 

 
 
USUHS Pediatric Interest Group 
 
The Pediatric Interest Group has been a robust student organization at the Uniformed 
Services University (USU) for a number of years.  They currently have 4 student leaders 
and one faculty advisor, although there is turnover of student leadership and 
membership each academic year.  
 
There has been a steady interest among the Pediatric Interest Group to engage medical 
students who might be interested in a career in pediatrics.  The group is designed to 
allow pre-clerkship medical students in particular to meet credible mentors who are 
accomplished pediatric generalists and subspecialists, great academicians and successful 
military officers and leaders.  The program allows for “shadowing experiences” and 
opportunities for medical students to develop long term mentor relationships with 
uniformed pediatricians.  The overall goals of the group are “reinforcement and 
recruitment.”  
 
Meetings are targeted to be held monthly.  Guest speakers are invited and, ideally, lunch 
is provided. Present challenges for the group include maintaining a budget to support 
these activities as well as a more formal “branding” effort to promote the group and its 
mission. 
 
 The lunch meetings that are sponsored each month present an opportunity to provide 
students with continued exposure to the variety of opportunities that exist within military 
pediatrics. In February 2017, the monthly meeting featured an Active Duty Army 
Pediatric Cardiologist, and around 1/3 of the USU Class of2020 (56 students) attended. 
And in a most recent meeting, an Active Duty Air Force Pediatric Infectious Disease 
Specialist spoke and  over 70 students attended from both the USU Class of 2020 and 
2021. They are currently coordinating teaching a Pre-K class at a local elementary 
school about the human body, as well as, setting up a skills lab for 2nd year medical 
students about to start clerkship rotations to practice on pediatric simulation dolls at the 
simulation lab. 

 
 
 
 



NCE 2017  
 
We were honored to present the Pediatrician of the Year Award winners, and sponsor 
four residents from Tripler, Balboa, SAMMC, and Madigan with travel grant awards to 
attend the 2017 NCE. Congratulations to MAJ John Campagna, LT Amy Zucharo, and 
Maj Nicholas Carr for being recognized by your supervisors and peers as stellar physician 
leaders who continue to go above and beyond for patients, the organization, and for our 
readiness mission in Military Medicine.  
 

 
             Major John Campagna 
                                  Pediatrician of the Year Award – Army 
 
Also congratulations to resident MAJ Benjamin Smith, Capt Perri Hopkins, CPT Thomas 
Hamilton, and LT Anthony Kuleto for being nominated by your program directors to 
attend the meeting this year! 
 

 
 



2017 AAP National Convention and Exhibit in Chicago, IL 16-19 
September 2017 Residents Recap: 
 
 

Uniformed Services West Chapter: Resident Experience at 2017 AAP NCE 
MAJ Benjamin Smith at Tripler Army Medical Center (TAMC) 

 
 I had the honor to represent the Tripler Army Medical Center Pediatric Residency 
at the 2017 AAP National Convention and Exhibition (NCE) for the Uniformed Services 
West Chapter. I also was a voting delegate for District VII at the Section on Pediatric 
Trainees (SOPT). The first day of the NCE was filled by the program for SOPT with a 
theme of advocacy. The business of the day was voting for the new executive 
coordinators, education sessions, district break outs and then debate on the SOPT 
resolutions that would be forwarded to the Resolution Task Force. The President Elect of 
the AAP Dr. Colleen Kraft addressed the SOPT attendees and encouraged us in our 
current efforts in education and also our ability to positively impact children.  
 
 The AAP is working hard to equip Pediatricians as advocates for children in the 
many challenges children face today and the challenges pediatricians face in the current 
medical landscape. The AAP is encouraging pediatricians to get their voices heard by 
policy makers by using twitter. 
 
 I attended the Section on Uniformed Services the second day. The Tripler 
Pediatric Residency was well represented with Dr. John Campagna winning the Army 
Pediatrician of the year award. I am the second author of the Val G. Hemming Award 
winning poster: Development of a Minimal Residual Disease Assay for Anaplastic 
Lymphoma Kinase Using Digital Droplet Polymerase Chain Reaction. 
  
 The third day was my only open day for attending education sessions. This was 
the hardest part of the NCE choosing which sessions to attend. I attended sessions 
ranging from ankyloglosia to the section on infectious disease.  
 

 
Uniformed Services West Chapter: Resident Experience at 2017 AAP NCE 

CPT Thomas Hamilton at Madigan Army Medical Center (MAMC) 
 
Though I have been a member of the Academy since my intern year, this was my first 
opportunity to attend the NCE and truly see the breadth of all that AAP has to offer. 
Before this experience, I don’t think I grasped how much the Academy does in terms of 
advocacy work at the local and national level, nor what that advocacy means for the 
care we provide to children every day.  Attending the trainee resolution session gave me 
a true appreciation for those who work more in-depth with the development and 
execution of these resolutions and how they are utilized in creating care guidelines and 
platforms for healthcare reform.  Furthermore, it was inspiring and empowering to see 
the impact that a passionate trainee can have on the Academy at large.  I certainly have 
plenty of new ideas to bring back to my program to help us care for our military 
children!  
 



Additionally, I enjoyed the variety of educational sessions available at the NCE, 
especially that we were able to hear lectures from some of the top clinicians in the 
country.  The value in learning not only from what is available in the literature, but also 
from their anecdotal experience was extremely beneficial to how I will think about my 
patients in the future.  It was also motivating to hear from our military pediatric leaders 
in the SOUS meeting, and hear about the research that is being done in our MTF’s 
across the country.  I look forward to finishing this last year of residency and hope that I 
can return to subsequent NCE’s! 
 
Uniformed Services West Chapter: Resident Experience at 2017 AAP NCE 

Capt Perri Hopkins at San Antonio Uniformed Services Health Education 
Consortium (SAUSHEC) 

 
 As the Program Delegate for SAUSHEC Pediatrics I was able to participate in the 
AAP Section on Pediatric Trainees (SOPT) meeting at the annual National Conference 
and Exhibition in Chicago, IL. Every year at the AAP NCE the SOPT kicks off an advocacy 
campaign that is important to the Residents/Fellows of the AAP. This year’s campaign is 
called Access4Kids which will advocate to broaden quality healthcare for children.  
 
 As smaller group District VII, reviewed the new SOPT resolutions as well as had 
a frank discussion about Resident wellness. We conferred about the importance of 
wellness and the most effective way to promote wellness when Residents are working 
long, stressful hours. Our main conclusion, was that if once or twice a month Residents 
were able to use didactic time to encourage mental breaks whether it be playing 
ultimate Frisbee, doing yoga or sitting down to work on some coloring books. This would 
allow Residents/Trainees to reset their mind and bond with their fellow Residents. 
Resident Wellness leads to motivated and healthy Residents that will provide excellent 
medical care to the nation’s children and adolescents.  
 
 Sunday I had the opportunity to attend the AAP Section on Uniformed Services 
Program which focuses on educating physicians on topics unique to the uniformed 
services as well as provide a forum for pediatricians in the military. As a military 
program delegate I was able to learn about the shift towards school based health clinics 
as well as the importance of incorporating maternal mental health screenings into well 
child appointments. I also had the opportunity to learn about the top pediatric 
dermatology complaints and listen to the latest research occurring in the uniformed 
services community.  
 
 Thank you to the Uniformed Services West Chapter for allowing me to participate 
in the SOPT as well as learn from the experienced providers who presented at the 
Section on Uniformed Services Program.  I am honored to be the AAP SAUSHEC 
Program Delegate and look forward to continuing to be a liaison between the AAP and 
my program throughout the rest of the year. It may seem that all of these activities left 
little room for much else, but don’t worry I still had time to enjoy some famous Chicago 
Deep Dish Pizza! 
 
 
 
 

 



Uniformed Services West Chapter: Resident Experience at 2017 AAP NCE 
LT Anthony Kuleto at Naval Medical Center San Diego (NMCSD) 

 
“What a great city Chicago is; so much culture, entertainment, and good food to be 
enjoyed!  It also turned out to be the PERFECT venue for NCE, outside of San Diego of 
course!  It's amazing to see how military pediatrics is able to balance the needs of our 
service members and their families with the needs of our country.  Where else in the 
world are pediatricians asked to do so much?  At NCE I saw pediatricians who have 
created programs for underserved school children on base, doctors who were the sole 
providers at outlying duty stations as well as pediatricians who were expertly able to 
transition to caring for the soldiers, sailors, airman, and marines on the front lines at 
home and abroad.  It's a great time to be a military doc and it's a great time to prove 
the value we bring to our country, our service, but most of all to our patients." 

 
 
Resident CATCH (Community Access To Child Health) Corner 
CPT Matthew Nestander 
 
Hello everyone! I recently took over as our chapter CATCH Grant Facilitator and I am 
excited to help any of you thinking about applying.  As a relative recent CATCH grant 
recipient I can assure you it is worth your time/ effort to apply and get a project going 
in your area.  In particular, I encourage residents or recent grads to apply as CATCH 
grants are a great opportunity to get involved.  That being said, we just closed out a 
cycle and are awaiting results. Our chapter had two applications, one planning and 
implementation grant from Washington state and another resident grant from San 
Antonio. Both were exciting projects and we eagerly await the results.  I look forward to 
the next cycle and hope to see even more submissions from our chapter.  Please email 
me matthew.a.nestander.mil@mail.mil  directly if you have any ideas or questions.  
Additionally, the website has tons of info so check it out. 
 

 
Pediatric Research in an Office Settings (PROS)  
Deborah Ondrasik, MD, FAAP 
 
If you are interested in participating in PROS or have questions the Uniformed Services 
West Chapter PROS coordinator is Dr. Deborah Ondrasik and can be reached at 
dondrasik@gmail.com 
 
 
 

Chapter Grant Coordinator 
Norman J. Waecker, Jr., MD FAAP 

 
Research Grants: The Uniformed Services West Chapter has been managing research 
and training grants for our members for the past 10+ years. We have successfully 
helped several investigators by accepting research and grant funds through the USW 
Chapter. We have helped in the implementation and managing of these projects. All 
proceeds from the grants have remained in the chapter to assist with administering 
current grants and for helping chapter members with future opportunities. Anyone 

mailto:matthew.a.nestander.mil@mail.mil
mailto:dondrasik@gmail.com


interested in more information can contact either the Chapter Grant Coordinator, 
Norman J. Waecker Jr. MD. MPH, FAAP, at either pedsid@cox.net, or our Executive 
Director, Ms. Elina Ly, at elina.h.ly.civ@mail.mil  
 
 

Do you Like us? 
You should! The US Chapter West is making some bold attempts at social media. Help 
boost our self-esteem. Join our Facebook Group:  Uniformed Services West Chapter 
– AAP or e-mail reneedlt@gmail.com to be added. Better yet…follow us on Twitter! 
@AAP_USW. We would really appreciate it. Please? Pretty please? 
 
 

 
 
 

Chapter Volunteer Opportunities 
 
If you are interested in Chapter volunteer opportunities please feel free to contact the 
Chapter administrative office.  Working together we can make our Chapter better and 
stronger. 
 
 

US West Chapter Administrative Office: 
 
 San Diego, CA 
 Phone:  619-532-5233  

mailto:pedsid@cox.net
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